
Cafe Scientifique Twin Ports 
Invitation 

 

Dear future presenter, discussion leader, and science facilitator, 

First off, all of us from Cafe Scientifique Twin Ports thank you for your interest in sharing your work and 
passion with the community. Our group looks to sustain a connection between scientists and the 
general public allowing for a flow of understanding. As an involved constituent in research you have an 
advantage in knowing the importance of your work, making you the critical source of knowledge and 
voice for the public’s understanding of the topic you study. 

The science discussions Cafe Scientifique Twin Ports hosts are located in a cafe/bar environment. The 
reason for this as our locale of choice is to provide the people of Duluth with a relaxed backdrop to 
prompt freedom of thought and discussion. We also think that this choice of venue will encourage 
attendance and involvement by a variety of community members. 

The structure of our events are calibrated as discussion based, but to get the attendees involved they 
will first need to know who you are, what it is you do, and the mission of your work. This will entail a 
15-20 minute presentation by you about your topic of interest starting at the top of the hour. After that 
we open the floor up to discussion and questions from the audience. The guided discussion takes place 
for the remainder of the hour. When the presentation and guided discussion end, typically participants 
will continue to engage in conversation about the topic with the other attendees for the following hour 
until the venue closes down.  In the end, we hope to leave all those who came intrigued about the topic 
and inspired about the science happening in our community and beyond.  

Questions can be directed to info@cafescitwinports.org or to any member of our organizing team who 
you have been in contact with.  If you want to learn more about our group you can also visit 
www.cafescitwinports.org. 

On behalf of Cafe Scientifique Twin Ports, science lovers, and science advocates everywhere, thank you 
for your time and commitment to present.  Science is great and we as organizers are just as glad to learn 
about your work as we are to help you share your work with the community. 
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